Media Start List
Lightweight Men’s Double Sculls
Start Time: 13:54
SAT 1 JUN 2019
Race 93

Lane | Ctry | Code | Name | Date of Birth
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | SVK | (b) | REZNAK Marek | 29 DEC 1991
   |   | (s) | ZELINKA Peter | 26 SEP 1995
2 | IRL | (b) | McCARTHY Jacob | 23 NOV 1996
   |   | (s) | McCARTHY Fintan | 23 NOV 1996
3 | GER | (b) | ROMMELMANN Jonathan | 18 DEC 1994
   |   | (s) | OSBORNE Jason | 20 MAR 1994
4 | ESP | (b) | CONDE ROMERO Rodrigo | 03 SEP 1997
   |   | (s) | BALASTEGUI Manel | 30 NOV 1999
5 | CZE | (b) | SIMANEK Jiri | 11 OCT 1995
   |   | (s) | VRASTIL JR Miroslav | 17 OCT 1982
6 | POR | (b) | FRAGA Pedro | 27 JAN 1983
   |   | (s) | COSTA Afonso | 20 MAR 1996

Progression System: 1-3 to Final A, Remaining Crews to Final B (1-3->FA, 4..->FB)